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We hosted Sundaram Finance and the laterals associated with the CV segment to gauge their sense on

aspects around asset growth (in the backdrop of promising macro-indicators), CE and asset recovery (post

the second-wave of COVID), fleet-operator profitability and other aspects associated with the sector. The

tone across the laterals was positive and hinted at growth revival, albeit cautiously optimistic in select

segments/areas of operations.

Sundaram Finance: Management pointed to focus on its “GQP” strategy i.e. growth, quality and profitability while

ensuring that it delivers value to its customers the ‘Sundaram’ way. The co. has been investing in technology, data science,

product diversification (moved into ICV/LCV, CE, tractors) with a view to bring in efficiencies/growth. Asset quality

continues to remain best in class and collection efficiency (CE) has been on a rise. We have a BUY rating on the stock

with TP at Rs.2,830 (https://bit.ly/3B3s6R0).

Tailwinds emerging: Series of external factors (Axle norms, NBFC crisis, COVID) have had hindered volume growth

even before Covid. Experts, however, alluded to strong tailwinds that are emerging which will augur well for volume

revival in H2FY22/CY22. The pace of asset growth/ recovery has been strong in northern markets; extended lockdowns

have impacted southern markets.The same though should normalise by Q3FY22, the players believe.

Fleet operators (across segments) in a comfortable situation; CE on a rise: Firming up of freight rates (+17%

between May-August) and the increased utilisation levels (75% in Aug) have enabled offset the impact of the hike in diesel

prices to some extent by fleet operators. LRTOs have been better placed than SRTOs. CE (for select lenders) has reached

comfortable/pre-COVID levels. Repossession rates have come down significantly in Q2 (vs. Q1).

Segment poised to grow at 13-33% in FY22: With the low base of FY21 and strong tailwinds emerging, CRISIL

expects LCV industry to report 13-18% growth in volumes for FY22E. M&HCV industry is expected to grow by 28-33%

for FY22E and Buses to grow at 52-57%. Replacement demand should come back in Q4FY22.

Participants:

Sundaram Finance - Mr. 

Rajiv Lochan, MD; Mr. A Raju, 

DMD and Mr. M Ramaswamy, 

CFO 

Industry lateral–Mr. Kaushik

Narayan, CEO, LeapTrucks,

largest B2B platform for

buying and selling of used

trucks, buses and construction

machinery

Rating agency perspective

on the industry - Mr. Pushan

Sharma, Associate Director, at

CRISIL.

Aalok Shah | Pooja Ahuja



SUNDARAM FINANCE

We hosted Mr. Rajiv Lochan (MD), Mr. A. N. Raju (Deputy MD), and Mr. M. Ramaswamy (CFO) of

Sundaram Finance to discuss the current trends in the CV industry and its impact on Sundaram’s business.

Key MeetingTakeaways

Industry Outlook:

 CV Industry had seen multiple shocks in the past few years in the form of GST, revised axle load norms,

NBFC liquidity crisis and finally Covid which had led to the down cycle in the industry and created excess

capacity.

 M&HCVs have been most impacted, especially in the bus and tour operator segment. These segments are

likely to see some pain in the near future but are expected to recover once schools and offices open up.

 As cash flows of operators were impacted, there has been some down-trading towards ICV and used CVs

from M&HCVs. ICVs are seeing strong demand as they are more fuel efficient, have better maintenance and

driveability.

 LCVs have been the least impacted segment and Covid has actually led to more robust demand for S&LCVs

driven by e-commerce, FMCG, etc. Supply side remains strong for LCVs as OEMs continue to invest in

products and dealerships.

 Expect upcycle to commence from the second half of FY22 as economic activities gather pace. This was also

corroborated by management’s discussions with the OEMs.

 Construction Equipment (CE) and Tractors have seen robust demand in the past few years. National

Infrastructure Pipeline and improved construction activities are likely to drive demand for CE.
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Source: ACE Equity, MNCL Research

Source: Company, MNCL Research Estimates

BBG code SUF IN

Mcap (Rs mn) 2,67,732

CMP (INR) 2,410

52 W (H/L) INR 2,884 / 1,277

Target Price INR 2,830

Upside % 17%

Particulars (Rs mn) FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E

NII 13,344 14,406 15,276 16,525 18,403 

PPOP 12,315 13,724 14,534 15,248 16,667 

PAT 7,239 8,091 8,822 10,198 11,686 

EPS (Rs) 65.2 72.8 79.4 91.8 105.2

Book value (Rs) 499.3 556.2 619.7 688.5 767.4

ROA (%) 2.3% 2.4% 2.5% 2.6% 2.7%

ROE (%) 13.7% 13.8% 13.5% 14.0% 14.4%

Core RoE (%) 17.6% 19.1% 17.9% 17.9% 17.9%

PE (x) 23.9 22.0 30.4 26.3 22.9

PB (x) 3.41 3.02 4.17 3.69 3.29



SUNDARAM FINANCE (CONTD.)
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Key MeetingTakeaways continued..

Strategic Outlook:

 Growth, Quality and Profitability (GQP) strategy will always be the focus for the company. Company will continue with its ‘Sundaram way’ of being in touch with

its customers.

 Company has been investing in technology, data science, etc. to make its processes more robust and brings in operational efficiencies.

 S&LCVs, ICVs, Construction Equipment and Tractors would continue to be the focus segments which would drive growth for the company.

Asset quality:

 Sundaram’s asset quality remains best in class, but a tad weakened in the downturn. Focus will be to bring it back to pre-Covid levels.

 Small Road Transport Operators (SRTOs) profitability has been more impacted as freight rates have remained largely flat while input costs have risen significantly.

Cash flows have also been hurt as the working capital cycle has been elongated due to delays in payment from corporates. However, there has been gradual

improvement in the past few months.

 Collection Efficiencies have been improving each month. Recovery in the northern region has been better than South, as the impact of second wave was more in

the Southern states. Collection efficiency has already reached pre-Covid levels in the North while South will take a quarter to get there.

 Restructuring has been mainly done in the bus and tourist operator segments for 3-6 months bearing in mind the underlying value of the asset.

Our View – Interaction with the management has further corroborated our view that CV upcyle is likely to commence as economic activities pick up gradually. Sundaram’s asset

quality, though impacted due to the second wave, continues to remain best in class amongst peers and its focus will be to bring it back to pre covid levels.Management’s strategy

would be continuation of its ethos of Growth, Quality and Profitability. We continue to maintain our BUY rating on Sundaram with a Target Price of Rs.2,830 on SOTP basis. Our

blue sky scenario suggests a target price of Rs.3,300.



COMMERCIAL VEHICLE LATERAL

We hosted Mr. Kaushik Narayan, CEO and Founder, LeapTrucks, the largest B2B platform for buying and selling of used trucks, buses and construction

machinery in India to get his perspective on the commercial vehicle industry and the emerging trends therein. Mr. Narayan had recently concluded a survey for 700+

fleet operators pan India. Below herewith are some of the takeaways therein / his general observations on the sector:

Key MeetingTakeaways

 Utilization levels are at 75% levels for Aug (vs. 73% for July, between 47%-67% during Apr-June’21 period). It however may vary across the CV segments

(Tipper/CE doing well) and the industry of operations (ie. E-commerce, essential goods, FMCG have posted strong recovery). M&HCV / trailer segment /

Cement, Steel, Industrial goods industry are yet to report a promising revival.

 Utilization levels can rise by an additional 10%-points (varies from case to case) before new demand kicks-in.

 Freight rates have firmed up and enabled offset the impact of the hike in diesel prices. However, from a geographic point of view, extended lockdowns have

impacted freight rates more in South India vis-à-vis northern/Central India.

 Fleet operators’ profitability have seen a steady improvement. CE (select lenders) is at ~98% levels in Aug’21 vs. 97% for Mar’21 (65% in May’21). Large

operators have weathered the storm well.

 Short-term uncertainties around fuel prices, rising input cost for new CVs, shortage of semi-conductor chips, flex fuel norms and BS-VI related profitability

parameters could hurt the revival.

 SCV segment has been the most promising followed by ICV/LCV segment. Buses are the most impacted, understandable, because of closure of schools and

tourism .

 GOI PLI to benefit the industry in the long-run. Consumers moving to alternate source of fuel (CNG over diesel) given the cost-efficiency.

 Replacement demand can come back in the last quarter of FY22. Low freight rates and investments made for BS6 (10-15% higher vis-à-vis BS4) were dissuading

operators from upgrading earlier. Scrappage policy to benefit the industry in the long run.

 Repossession rates have come down significantly in Q2 (vs. Q1). Utilisation rates though are still not satisfactory but manageable.
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RATING AGENCY PERSPECTIVE ON THE INDUSTRY

We hosted Mr. Pushan Sharma, Associate Director, CRISIL to get his perspective on the entire auto-industry (PV, 2W, EV, CV and tractor) and emerging

trends.

Key MeetingTakeaways

 PV segment: While the semiconductor shortage is set to impact PVs (especially the upper-end UV segment), strong demand drivers and favorable financing

will help in overall volume revival (particularly the small car space). Registration / other input cost is expected to result in marginal rise in prices; however, the

resilience of the industry is evident from its lower NPAs and 110bps+ reduction in lending rates by the financiers since Jan’20.

 2W segment: While the motorcycle segment has lost market share, the buoyancy in the rural markets will push the growth paddle higher. Financing

proportion has traditionally remained lower and restricted to limited players, given elevated NPAs (6-7% ) therein. He hinted that while PV/2W segment will

report strong growth in fiscal 2022, volume will be lower than 2018 levels.

 CV segment: Infrastructure push and delayed replacement demand will augur well for revival in M&HCV and LCV segment. While the freight rate increase

was not commensurate with the rise in diesel prices until Q1’22 (thus eating into fleet operator profitability), situation has reversed in Q2 resulting in

improved cash flows and resultant gradual improvement in CE. Bus segment remains worst hit - volume revival still a long way off.

 With the low base of FY21 and tailwinds visible, CRISIL expects LCV industry to report 13-18% growth in volumes for FY22E (back to FY18 volume levels),

M&HCV industry is expected to grow by 28-33% for FY22E (volumes still lower than 2016 levels) and Buses to grow at 52-57%.

 Multi-axle, M&HCV & ICV segment to do well in terms of growth in CY22. Within LCV space, pick-up and sub-1MT segment are likely to do well.

 Tractor segment: Tractor industry is expected to grow at 3-5% for FY22E subject to monsoons. (vs. 27% in FY21). Inventories have declined to 25-30 days

(vs. 35-37 days in the month of May’21). Firm crop prices, healthy reservoir levels bode well for farmers.

 EV segment: EV penetration to be healthy in the 2W segment, followed by PVs (especially in the taxi segment), and marginally in LCV /MH&CV.
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Thank You!
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Disclaimer: Monarch Networth Capital Limited (hereinafter MNCL), a publically listed company, is engaged in services of retail broking, credits, portfolio management and marketing investment products including mutual funds, life & general insurance and as such prepares and shares research data and reports periodically with clients, investors, stake holders and

general public in compliance with Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992, Securities And Exchange Board Of India (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014 and/or any other applicable directives, instructions or guidelines issued by the Regulators from time to time.

Research report is a written or electronic communication that includes research analysis, research recommendation or an opinion concerning securities or public offer, providing a basis for investment decisions. The views expressed therein are based solely on information available publicly/internal data/other reliable sources believed to be true. The information is

provided merely as a complementary service and do not constitute an offer, solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instruments, inducement, promise, guarantee, warranty, or as an official confirmation of any transactions or contract of any kind.

Research data and reports published/ emailed/ text messaged via Short Messaging Services, Online Messengers, WhatsApp etc/transmitted through mobile application/s, including but not limited to FLIP™, Video Widget, telephony networks, print or electronic media and or those made available/uploaded on social networking sites (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn etc)

by MNCL or those recommendation or offers or opinions concerning securities or public offer which are expressed as and during the course of “Public Appearance” are for informational purposes only. The reports are provided for assistance and are not intended to be and must not alone be taken as the basis for an investment decision. The user assumes the entire

risk of any use made of this information. Though disseminated to clients simultaneously, not all clients may receive the reports at the same time. MNCL will not treat recipients as clients by virtue of their receiving this report.

The reports include projections, forecasts and other predictive statements which represent MNCL’s assumptions and expectations in the light of currently available information. These projections and forecasts are based on industry trends, circumstances and factors which involve risks, variables and uncertainties. The actual performance of the companies represented

in the report may vary from those projected. The projections and forecasts described in this reports should be evaluated keeping in mind the fact that these-

• are based on estimates and assumptions

• are subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies

• will vary from actual results and such variations may increase over a period of time

• are not scientifically proven to guarantee certain intended results

• are not published as a warranty and do not carry any evidentiary value.

• are not based on certain generally accepted accounting principles

• are not to be relied on in contractual, legal or tax advice.

Prospective investors and others are cautioned that any forward-looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Reports based on technical analysis is focused on studying charts of a stock's price movement and trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and as such, may not match with a report on a

company's fundamentals.

Though we review the research reports for any untrue statements of material facts or any false or misleading information, , we do not represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied on in connection with a commitment or contract whatsoever. Because of the possibility of human, technical or mechanical error by our sources of transmission of

Reports/Data, we do not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, completeness or availability of any information and are not to be held responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained from the use of such information. MNCL and/or its Affiliates and its officers, directors and employees including the analysts/authors shall not be in any way responsible for

any indirect, special or consequential damages that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in the reports nor do they take guarantee or assume liability for any omissions of the information contained therein. Information contained therein cannot be the basis for any claim, demand or cause of action. These data, reports and

information do not constitute scientific publication and do not carry any evidentiary value whatsoever.

The reports are not for public distribution. Reproduction or dissemination, directly or indirectly, of research data and reports of MNCL in any form is prohibited except with the written permission of MNCL. Persons into whose possession the reports may come are required to observe these restrictions. Opinions expressed therein are our current opinion as of the

date appearing on the report only. Data may be subject to update and correction without notice. While we endeavour to update on a reasonable basis the information discussed in the reports, there may be regulatory, compliance, or other reasons that prevent us from doing so.

The reports do not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, risk profile or needs of individual clients. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. Each recipient of the reports should make such investigation as deemed necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of

companies referred to in such reports (including the merits and risks involved).

Certain transactions - futures, options and other derivatives as well as non-investment grade securities - involve substantial risks and are not suitable for all investors. Investors may lose his/her entire investment under certain market conditions. Before acting on any advice or recommendation in this material, investors should consider whether it is suitable for their

particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional advice. The price and value of investments referred to in research reports and the income from them may fluctuate. Transaction costs may be significant in option strategies calling for multiple purchase and sales of options. Foreign currencies denominated securities are subject to fluctuations in exchange

rates that could have an adverse effect on the value or price of or income derived from the investment. Investors in securities such as ADRs, the value of which are influenced by foreign currencies effectively assume currency risk.

The recommendations in the reports are based on 12 month horizon, unless otherwise specified. The investment ratings are on absolute positive/negative return basis. It is possible that due to volatile price fluctuation in the near to medium term, there could be a temporary mismatch to rating. For reasons of valuations/return/lack of clarity/event we may revisit rating

at appropriate time. The stocks always carry the risk of being upgraded to buy or downgraded to a hold, reduce or sell. The opinions expressed in the reports are subject to change but we have no obligation to tell our clients when our opinions or recommendations change. The reports are non-inclusive and do not consider all the information that the recipients may

consider material to investments. The reports are issued by MNCL without any liability/undertaking/commitment on the part of itself or any of its entities.

Recipients of the research reports should assume that entities of MNCL may receive commission, brokerage, fees or other compensation from the company or companies that are the subject of the reports. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance of reports/data/material, may, from time to

time have 'long' or 'short' positions in, act as principal in, and buy or sell the securities thereof of companies mentioned therein or be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as market maker in the financial instruments of the company/ies discussed therein or act as advisor or lender/borrower to

such company/ies or have other potential conflicts of interests with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions.

We further undertake that-

• No disciplinary action has been taken against the research analyst or MNCL by any authority in connection with their respective business activity.

• MNCL, Research analysts, persons reporting to research analysts and their relatives may have financial interests and material conflict of interest in the subject company.

• MNCL, Research analysts, persons reporting to research analysts and their relatives may have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more in the subject company’s securities, at the month immediately preceding the date of publication of this research report.

Past performance is not a guide for future performance, future returns are not guaranteed and investors may suffer losses which may exceed their original capital.

The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to all categories of investors. The countries in which the companies mentioned in this report are organized may have restrictions on investments, voting rights or dealings in securities by nationals of other countries. Distributing/taking/sending/dispatching/transmitting this document in

certain foreign jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions. Failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of any foreign jurisdiction laws.

The user should consult their own advisors to determine the merits and risks of investment and also read the Risk Disclosure Documents for Capital Markets and Derivative Segments as prescribed by Securities and Exchange Board of India before investing in the Indian Markets.

Analyst holding in stock: NO

Key to MNCL Investment Rankings

Buy: Upside by >15%, Accumulate: Upside by 5% to 15%, Hold: Downside/Upside by -5% to +5%, Reduce: Downside by 5% to 15%, Sell: Downside by >15%

Monarch Networth Capital Ltd. (www.mnclgroup.com)

Office: - 9th Floor, Atlanta Centre, Sonawala Lane, Opp. Udyog Bhavan, Goregaon (E), Mumbai 400 063. Tel No.: 022 30641600


